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I. Groundwater

Basics of Groundwater
• What is it?

• Who owns it?

• How is it regulated?

• How is it conveyed?
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I. Groundwater

What is GW?
Texas Water Code §36.001(5) defines GW as “water percolating below the surface of the 
earth.”

• 30 Tex. Admin. Code §297.1(21) defines GW as “water under the surface of the ground 
other than underflow of a stream and underground streams, whatever may be the 
geological structure in which it is standing or moving.”

• GW emerging from spring and entering a watercourse loses its character as GW 
becomes “surface water.”

• GW provides about 60% of the 16.1 million acre-feet of water used annually in Texas.
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I. Groundwater

How does GW get there?
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I. Groundwater
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I. Groundwater

Who Owns GW?
Ownership of GW Rights

• Texas Supreme Court – English common law rule of capture applies; owner of land
can pump unlimited quantities of water from under his land regardless whether it
is drained from neighbors. Houston& T.C. Ry. Co. v. East, 81 S.W.279 (Tex. 1904).

• Cannot capture and use GWmaliciously to injure your neighbor. City of Corpus
Christi v. City of Pleasanton,276 S.W.2d 798 (Tex. 1955).

• Liable for damagesif negligently pumpGWand it causessubsidence. Friendswood
DevelopmentCo. v. Smith-SouthwestIndustries, Inc. 576 S.W.2d 21 (Tex. 1978).

• Exceptions(1) Waste(2) Subsidence.
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I. Groundwater

Who Owns GW?
Ownership Place v. Incorporeal Right

• Ownership-in-Place was settled as law in EdwardsAquifer Authority v. Day,369
S.W.3d 814 (Tex.2012) A finding of governmental taking can occur and that taking
cannot occur without just compensation.

• TexasWater Code– Chapter 36 was amendedto provide “that a landowner owns
the groundwater below the surface of the landowner’s land as real property” and
that nothing in the WaterCodeshall be construedgranting the authority to deprive
or divesta landownerof such.
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I. Groundwater

How is GW Regulated?
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) - Regulation of GW in Texas

• Protects clean air, clean water and safe management of waste
• Has primacy from EPAunder Clean Water Act
• TCEQ regulates the “use” of GW
• Issuance of water rights permits, water rights adjudication, cancellation and enforcement
• Supervision of water districts
• Water qualify control
• Construction of dams
• Underground water and water wells
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I. Groundwater

How is GW Regulated?
Fundamental Legal Authority from the Texas Constitution

• Texas Const. Act XVI, Section 59 authorizes legislature to engage in preservation
and conservation of all natural resources and to create conservation and
reclamation districts.
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I. Groundwater

How is GW Regulated?
Kinds of “Districts”

• Groundwater Conservation Districts (“GCDs”)
• Water Control and Improvement – sewer and damage
• Fresh Water Supply Districts
• Municipal Utility Districts
• Drainage Districts
• Levee Improvement Districts
• Irrigation Districts
• Etc.
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I. Groundwater

How is GW Regulated?
Groundwater Conservation Districts (GCDs)

• GCDs are created to “provide for the conservation, preservation, protection,
recharging and prevention of waste of GW, and of reservoirs or their subdivisions,
and to control subsidence carried by withdrawal of water from GW reservoirs or
their subdivisions.

• GCDs can be created by legislative actions, landowner petit ion to TCEQ, TCEQ
action.

• Consolidation and Annexation of GCDs occurs.
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I. Groundwater
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I. Groundwater

How is GW Regulated?
GCD Powers and Duties

• GCDs have duty to conserve, preserve and protect GW, recharge GW resource and
prevent waste and subsidence

• Three categories of Powers:
• Planning
• Data Collection and Dissemination
• Well and production regulation
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I. Groundwater

How is GW Regulated?
Well Regulation, including Production limits GCD

• Must require a permit for the drilling, equipping, operating or completing or
substantially altering the size of a well or well pumps. TWC §36.113

• Must determine which activities regulated require a permit amendment. TWC
§36.114(a)
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I. Groundwater

How is GW Regulated?
• Must exempt wells exclusively for domestic needs or for water for livestock or

poultry if the well is located on ten acres and drilled so that it is incapable of
producing more than 25,000 gallons of GW/day. TWC §36.117(b)(1)

• May not require a permit for “drilling a water well used solely to supply water for a
rig that is actively engaged in drilling or exploration operations for an oil or gas
well permitted by the TRC, provided that the person holding the TRC permit is
responsible for drilling and operating the water well and the water well is located
on the same lease or field associated with the drilling rig.” TWC §36.117(b)(2)
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I. Groundwater

How is GW Regulated?
• May not require permit for water well authorized by TRC permit for mining

activities. TWC §36.117(b)(3)
• May promulgate rules regarding water to be transported outside of the GCD’s

boundaries, including:
• Fee or charge for export.
• Limiting permit because of (1) availability of water (2) effect on the aquafer (3) approved

regional water plan and district management plan. TWC §36.122
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I. Groundwater

How is GW Regulated?
• May regulate spacing of wells and production of GWincluding:

• Distance between wells.
• Production capacity, pump size, etc.
• Production limits per well or per surface acres of tract, acre feet, GPM, depletion plan, etc. TWC

§36.116.
• May acquire land for dams, lakes, etc. construct dams, drain lakes, purchase, sell,

transport or distribute SW or GW.
• Exercise eminent domain.
• Enter land to inspect, test, investigate, etc. TWC §36.103(b)(1)-(5)

• May set civil penalties <$10,000/day. TWC §36.102(b)
• May seek injunctive relief, attorneys’ fees. TWC §37.102(a)
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I. Groundwater

How is GW Regulated?
• Subsidence is caused by withdrawal of GW resulting in the compaction of

subsurface clay layers. Withdrawals come primarily from municipal supply,
commercial land industrial use and irrigation.

• Subsidence Districts
2 Subsidence Districts in Existence in Texas:
• Harris – Galveston (1975)
• Fort Bend (1989)

• HGSD - District Regulatory Plan overall goal to reduce GW withdrawals to < 20% of demand as soon as
possible

• FBSD – District Regulatory Plan goal to reduce subsidence as soon as possible
• “By 1977, the withdrawals had resulted in water level alt itude declines of 300 and 350 feet below datum in

the… aquifer… and by 1979, as much as 10 ft. of subsidence… in the Houston-Galveston region
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I. Groundwater
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I. Groundwater
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I. Groundwater
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Surface Pits are lined.Groundwater is at
482 feet behind
surface casing and
shaleis at 6890feet



I. Groundwater

How is GW Conveyed or Reserved?
Conveying or Reserving GW Rights

• GW Rights are real property rights.
• GW rights can be severed, conveyed, reserved, etc.
• In Day, analogous to mineral rights were drawn but law has not developed sufficient to

establish the “dominant estate theory” right to use as much as the surface as reasonably
necessary to develop and produce severed GW rights. See Phillips PetroleumCo. v. Cargill,
340 S.W.2d, 877 (Tex.Civ.App.-Amarillo 1960, wo writ) .

• Therefore,conveyances/reservationsof GWRights should specifically provide for use of
the surfaceasreasonablynecessaryto drill andaddinfrastructure of the surface.
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I. Groundwater

How is GW Conveyed or Reserved?
Reservation of GW Rights

• City of Del Rio v. Clayton SamColt Hampton Trust, 269 S.W.3d 613 (Tex. App.-San
Antonio 2008, pet. Denied). Trust reservedthe GWrights in conveyanceof 15 acres
to City but without an express reservation of an easement to produce the GW.
Court held that Trust held that the reservation was valid under the absolute right
theory and that failure to reserveaccessto produceGWwasnot fatal becauseTrust
still ownedtracts next door andcould produceit otherwise.
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I. Groundwater

How is GW Conveyed or Reserved?
Additional Conveyancing Tips

• Like other deeds, these deeds should:
• Specifically define what is being severed
• Have an adequate legal description of the land
• Precisely define GW rights being severed, e.g. right to test, explore, drill, develop, withdraw,

capture, use surface as necessary for all such activities and to treat, store and transport
• Consider whether certain GW rights are to be kept with the surface, e.g. non-commercial uses

of GW for domestic, livestock, etc. for residents, tenants
• Discuss disposition of existing permits from local GCD.
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I. Groundwater

How is GW Conveyed or Reserved?
GW Rights on Edwards Aquifer

• Governed by Edwards Aquifer Authority (EAA) since 1993. Before that under Edwards Underground
Watch District (1959).

• Extremely permeable with high velocity capability.
• EAAgoverns only specific “pools” of the EAA.
• There is a “Contributing Zone”, ‘‘Recharge Zone”, “Artesian Zone”, “Transition Zone”
• Landowners may not, except for domestic or livestock purposes, withdraw GW from the Aquifer

without a permit from the Authority.
• Withdrawals are capped
• Comprehensive Water Management Plan
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I. Groundwater
Regulation in Certain Aquifers is More Complex, e.g.
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II. Surface Water

Basics of Surface Water
• What is it?
• Who owns it?
• How is it regulated?
• Permits; Conveying and Leasing of Permits
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II. Surface Water

What is SW?
• Includes water of ordinary flow, underflow, and tides of every flowing river, natural

stream, floodwater, and rainwater of every river, natural stream, ravine,
depression, and watershed of the state.
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II. Surface Water

Who Owns SW?
Ownership of Surface Water

• State, generally owns all surface water, thus the phrase “state waters.”
• Includes water of ordinary flow, underflow, and tides of every flowing river, natural

stream, lake, floodwater, and rainwater of every river, natural stream, ravine, depression,
and watershed of the state.

• Includes water imported from outside the boundaries of the state for use in the state. TWC
§11.021(b)

• Property of the state and regulated by the state.
• To sell or lease surface water, you must hold a valid right to do so.
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II. Surface Water

How is SW Regulated?
Texas Constitution and Water Code authorize various “Water Districts”, including:

• Water Control and Improvement Districts which are created by county commissioners’ courts or
by TCEQ, if located in 2 or more counties – generally for flood control, drainage, sewage
disposal and irrigation services.

• Fresh Water Supply Districts which are created by county commissioners are to conserve,
transport and distribute fresh water for domestic and commercial purposes.
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II. Surface Water

How is SW Regulated?
• Municipal Utility Districts created by TCEQ to provide water, sewer, drainage and

irrigation services and facilit ies.
• Drainage Districts created by county commissioners or election process to

construct and maintain canals, ditches, drains and levees.
• Levee Improvement Districts created by county commissioners to construct levees,

reclaim flooded lands, control rivers and streams and provide for drainage.
• Irrigation Districts created by applicable county commissioners, court or TCEQ to

provide untreated water for irrigation and drainage services.
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II. Surface Water

How is SW Regulated?
Others/ Special Districts

• 24 Specific River Authorit ies:
• Angelina and Neches River Authority
• Bexar – Medina –Atascosa Water Control/ Improvement
• Brazos River Authority
• Canadian River Municipal Authority
• Total of about 40 of these

• Authority to develop and manage the waters of the State, including power to conserve,
store, control, preserve, utilize and distribute waters of a designated area for the benefit
of the public.
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II. Surface Water
How is SW Regulated?
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II. Surface Water

Water Rights Permits; Permits; Conveying and Leasing Permits; Permits for 
SW and Conveyance of Permits

• Permits are usefructary right or “right of use” authorizing the permittee to divert
and use surface water for a specified purpose.

• Title remains with the state.
• Water rights can be bought, sold, assigned or otherwise alienated by the holder.
• Maximum annual volume and duration (perpetual or term) of the rights are

delineated in the permit.
• Uses are specified in the permit and sometimes are limited to a specific location.
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II. Surface Water

Permits: Conveying and Leasing of Permits
• Due Diligence Concerns:

• Parameters of the Permit itself.
• Application to TCEQ to request transfer.
• Amendments are possible but subject to notice and hearing.
• All the Point of Diversion, Peace of Use, Point of Return Flow acceptable to buyer.
• Is it subject to cancellation for non-use for ten (10) years under TWC § 11.173?
• Drought Plan:

• Subject to watermaster operating program?
• Environmental issues.
• Title – does seller have marketable title.
• Title commitments are available.
• Prior leases or subordination.
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II. Surface Water

Permits: Conveying and Leasing of Permits
• Typical Real Estate Type Process:

• Negotiation price deposit, etc.
• Preliminary Due Diligence
• Negotiation of Contract for Sale/ Purchase Agreement
• Negotiation of Closing Documents
• Final Due Diligence
• Title Commitment
• Financing
• Closing
• Options are possible
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II. Surface Water

Permits: Conveying and Leasing of Permits
• TCEQ approval requirements vary in intensity and sometime merely notices.
• TCEQ amendments of permits are often required and can be the holdup to closing.
• Leases of permits are allowed.
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III. Produced Water

Basics of Produced Water
• What is it?
• How much PWis there?
• How is it disposed of?
• Who owns the right to store PWin formation?
• How is it transported?
• How is it regulated?
• Economics of SWDs.
• Who owns it?
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III. Produced Water

What is PW?
• “Produced Water” (PW) is water that is produced along with oil and gas as it flows

to the surface and out of the wellhead.
• The physical and chemical properties of produced water vary considerably from

area to area.
• Basically, it is saltwater or brine. It’s salinity varies from nearly fresh to 10 times

higher than seawater.
• It often contains oil, grease, inorganic and organic chemicals and sometimes

NORM.
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III. Produced Water
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III. Produced Water

How much PW is there?
• Alot.
• Houston Chronicle recently reported the SWD Wells make up nearly one-third of new well

permits.
• In 2012, onshore and offshore U.S. oil and gas wells produced 21 billion barrels of water.
• Producing oil wells in the Permian have water: oil ratios from 3:1 to 11:1.
• Permian PW output is expected to increase at least 4 million bpd over the next few years.
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III. Produced Water
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III. Produced Water

How is PW disposed of?
• PWis mostly disposed of by injection into saltwater disposal wells (SWDs).
• SWDs are usually drilled and completed in such a manner as to input huge volumes

of water into porous formations thousands of feet below the surface.
• For example, SWD wells in the Barnett Shale area around Fort Worth, Texas are

about 2 miles deep.
• There are over 50,00 permitted SWDs in Texas.
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III. Produced Water
How is PW disposed of?
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III. Produced Water
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III. Produced Water

Who owns the right to store PW in formation?
• In Texas, the surface owner owns the rights to utilize underground pore space for

disposal of PW and for natural gas storage, etc. See Energyv. U.S., 412 F. 2d 1319
(Ct.Cl.1969); supported by Humble Oil & Ref. Co. v. West, 508 S.W. 2d 812, 815
(Tex. 1974); Lightning Oil Co. v. Anadarko E&P Onshore,520 S.W. 3rd 39 (Tex.
2017).

• Usually SWD Disposal Facilities are located on surface either owned by or
contracted to SWDcompanies.

• In Texas,mineral lesseescan disposeof PWfrom their own leaseson the lands
coveredby those leases.
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III. Produced Water

How are SWDs Regulated?
• SWDs are regulated by the Texas Railroad Commission under delegation from the EPA.
• Two (2) types of wells – “injection” wells (for production enhancement) and “disposal”

wells (for disposal of mineralized water produced in association with oil and gas).
• TRC requires protection of fresh water formations by multiple(3) layers of steel pipeline

up and down the wellbore.
• TRC inspects commercial SWDs at least once per year.
• EPAClass II wells only inject fluids associated with oil and gas production.
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III. Produced Water

How is PW Transported from Well to Disposal Facility?
• Relatively small amounts of PW is handled by collecting in tanks at the wellsite

and then loading onto trucks and trucking it to SWD facilit ies.
• Huge volumes of PW justify the building of gathering line and pipeline networks

to transport PW from the well sites to the SWD facilit ies. This reduces the cost
per barrel significantly.
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III. Produced Water

Economics of SWDs
• Wells that produce oil and gas almost always make PW at the same time as they

make oil and gas.
• It is not uncommon for Permian wells to produce four (4) barrels of SWD for

everyone one (1) barrel of oil.
• PW must be disposed of properly or the well will not be allowed to continue to

produce.
• It typically costs about $1.50-$2.50 per barrel to dispose of PW.
• With oil at $60 per barrel, it is economic to dispose of huge volumes of PW to

keep the well flowing.
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III. Produced Water

Saltwater Disposal Companies
• In today’s prolific basins, like the Permian Basin, thousands of oil and gas wells are

being drilled. There are over 450 rigs drilling the Permian Basin right now.
• SWD companies are thriving and new ones are being formed.
• By 2021, experts expect that at least 4 million bpd of incremental produced water

(relative to 2018) must be handled.
• According to IHS Market (an industry consultant), spending on water management in the

Permian Basin is likely to double to more than $22 billion in just five years.
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IV. Frack Water

• How is water used in a frack job?

• Where does the water come from?

• What happens to it?
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IV. Frack Water

How is water used in a Frack Job?
• Lots of water and some “propant” and “chemistry” is pumped down the inside of

the cased wellbore and out into the potentially productive formation miles below
the earth’s surface.

• The hydraulic pressure opens cracks in the rock (fractures) and the propant props
them open.

• Fracking each well in the Permian Basin takes about 350,000 barrels of water.
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IV. Frack Water
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IV. Frack Water

Where does Frack Water come from?
• Fresh water wells
• Ponds and streams (requires permit)
• Recycling of:

• In Marcellus, water associated with coal mining is used.
• Public concerns: (1) depletion of GW supplies in dry areas (2) ground water contamination.

• Flow back water from earlier fracks
• Brackish water from aquifers
• Recycling of PW
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IV. Frack Water

What happens to Frack Water?
• Most of it flows back to the surface as the well “cleans up”.
• Flow-back water is captured and injected with PWor recycled.
• Until 2013, recycling of frack water required a separate permit.
• Now, producers can recycle frack water from the same lease or to another

operator for lease use without a separate permit.
• Scientific American reports that “oil and gas companies are increasingly treating

and reusing flowback water from wells, which unlike fresh water is very high in
salt, with good results.”
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IV. Frack Water
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IV. Frack Water
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V. Fresh Water and Produced Water Transactions
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“Whiskey is for drinking and water is for fighting over.”

- Mark Twain



V. Fresh Water and Produced Water Transactions
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“Neighbors Face Off Over Texas’ Other Lucrative Resource: Water,” 
Wall Street Journal (July 16, 2019)



V. Fresh Water and Produced Water Transactions

Business is Booming
• Surface owners are making big money selling water rights and land.
• Producers have geared up to assure they have access to fresh water and produced water disposal

– spending billions of dollars in the process.
• Producers have monetized those fresh water and produced water disposal assets by selling them

to the new water services companies and entering into long-term water services contracts.
• New businesses have sprung up and continue to spring up to meet the vast need for supplies of

fresh water, brackish water and recycled frack water for fracking new wells.
• New businesses have arisen and continue to arise to meet the vast need for underground disposal

of PWand Frack Water.
• New businesses have arisen and continue to arise to meet the vast new need for trucking and

gathering systems to transport water to disposal facilities for disposal and to wellheads for more
fracking.

• There’s a boom!
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V. Fresh Water and Produced Water Transactions

New Companies Have Entered the Fray
• Solaris
• WaterBridge
• RRIG
• Goodnight Midstream
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V. Fresh Water and Produced Water Transactions

Recent Reported Fresh Water Deals

• RRIG Water Solutions of Fort Worth acquired a 475-mile pipeline in the Eastern
Delaware Basin from Oilfield Water Logistics. The PL has potential capacity of 2.3
million bbl/day of fresh water.

• In June 2018, Solaris Water Midstream acquired Vision Resources which owned supply of
15 million barrels of industrial water per year and more than 200 miles of fresh water
supply pipelines.

• In December 2018, WaterBridge Resources acquired all of Halcon’s existing water
infrastructure assets in Pecos, Reeves, Ward and Winkler Counties, Texas including 60
miles of gathering lines, ten disposal wells, freshwater wells and water recycling
facilit ies. The deal also included a 15-year produced water dedication and a 15-year
water supply agreement for fresh and recycled water.
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V. Fresh Water and Produced Water Transactions

Recent Reported Fresh Water Deals

• Goodnight Midstream acquired the produced water and disposal business of Black
Mountain Disposal in Glasscock and Reagan Counties, Texas.

• In December 2016, Solaris Midstream Holdings merged the operations of Water
Midstream Partners into Solaris Water Midstream which provides produced water
gathering and disposal services to more than 20 E&P operators.

• In June 2018, H20 Midstream acquired the produced water infrastructure of Encana Oil
&Gas and executed an acreage dedication agreement to provide Encana with gathering,
disposal and delivery for reusable produced water for Encana’s Howard County, Texas
properties.
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V. Fresh Water and Produced Water Transactions

Recent PW and Disposal Deals

• In August 2018, WaterBridge Resources acquired EnWater Solutions, a produced water
gathering and disposal company in the Southern Delaware Basin. The EnWater assets
included 5 SWD wells and 100 miles of gathering lines.

• Goodnight Midstream announced multiple acquisit ions resulting in the company
controlling produced water gathering and disposal from 10 facilit ies in seven counties.

• In January 2019, WaterBridge Resources entered into a long-term produced water
management services agreement with and acquired the produced water assets of GOG
Operating (Concho) in the Southern Delaware Basin. The deal includes an 800,000 acre
AMI in Reeves and Pecos Counties, Texas and 45,000 bpd capacity and 44 miles of
pipeline.
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About Porter Hedges

• Founded in 1981, Porter Hedges is a full-service Houston-based law firm.
• We provide the highest quality work across a range of industries, with preeminence in the 

oil and gas sector. 
Firm Overview

• With more than 100 attorneys operating out of one office in downtown Houston, Porter 
Hedges is one of the largest law firms in Texas.

• Our business and trial lawyers are known for handling sophisticated transactions and 
complex lit igation for established and growing businesses.

Our Team

• We staff projects with partner-led, multi-disciplinary teams to effectively and efficiently 
serve our clients.

• We develop practical and integrated solutions to complex challenges that we approach 
with a business-oriented mindset.

Our Strategy
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Client Focus
• Relationship building with our clients is how this firm was built and is 

a key factor in our becoming a leading corporate law firm in Houston.
• We will have a dedicated team providing legal advice on day-to-day 

matters that affect your business.

Value
• Our firm culture and approach to client service offers more efficient, 

partner-led teams at competitive rates. We take great measures to 
ensure that the attorney with the right experience and at the 
appropriate level is handling matters for our clients.

Approach
• We take the time to understand our clients’ business, objectives, and 

culture to build successful long-term partnerships. 
Expertise
• Porter Hedges has multiple practices consistently recognized among 

the top practices in the US and in Texas.
• We exceed expectations by delivering sophisticated legal services 

through fully integrated practices.

Why Porter Hedges?

Client 
Focus Value

ApproachExpertise
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